Red Dragon Rising Variant & Add-On Rules In S&T Issue 258
By Bruce Costello, Joseph Miranda & Ty Bomba 

	The Red Dragon Rising (RDR) game presented in S&T 250 is complete in every way and stands by itself. The following are for those players who want to explore more deeply into the realm of possibilities that surrounds any future war between the People’s Republic of China (PRC) and the USA. We recommend you achieve a good understanding of the core RDR game before trying these add-ons. Both players should agree to any rules or units adopted.
2.0 Component Updates
2.17 Explanations of New Units
ACV: Air Cushion Vehicle Flotilla (PRC): This represents any number and type of hovercraft. The ACV is treated as a naval amphibious transport unit, except that it may enter only the Chinese mainland, sea zones which are adjacent to the Chinese mainland, and land areas which are separated from the Chinese mainland by no more than one sea zone. The ACV may transport any three Chinese brigades or the Chinese Marine corps.
CG: Guided Missile Cruiser Group (PRC). This is a Ukraine-class cruiser. 
CVG: Hybrid Carrier-Cruiser (PRC). This extrapolates the PLAN develops an aircraft carrier in the near future, built on the hull of a cruiser.
Marine Corps (PRC): This is treated as a standard land unit, except it may be transported only by the Chinese ACV unit, and enter only the areas the ACV may. It is a two step unit (representing its larger size).It counts as three brigade sized units for stacking. The idea here is that the Chinese train up an entire corps for large-scale amphibious assaults using numerous air cushion vehicles to attempt to overrun Taiwan or other critical objectives before the US can react.
ASM: Anti-Ship Missiles (PRC). These are anti-ship missile units. ASM may fire their anti-naval combat strength against enemy surface naval units which use their anti-ground combat factor against the ASM unit’s area (exception: they may not fire at enemy aircraft carrier units). The enemy naval unit must be in the same area of an adjacent zone. ASM may also fire at any naval units conducting an amphibious assault against their area; this is resolved after the assault is declared but before the ground units land, and is not considered a separate action. Any combat result against the amphibious naval unit is also applied to the ground unit being transported.
SSX: Future Submarine (PRC). This represents advanced versions of the Kilo class. There is some concern in US naval circles about the threat of “quiet” non-nuclear submarines, so the unit is in the game. SSX units have Stealth capability (see 10.6).
SAM: Surface to Air Missiles (PRC & US). These are air defense units, including anti-aircraft missiles plus radars and command control for them. This type of unit is treated as a standard land unit. SAM may fire at enemy air units conducting combat operations against their own area.
SSM: Surface to Surface Missiles (PRC). This unit represents PRC surface to surface ballistic missiles. They may fire massed barrages of missiles at any target on the map, except SSN/SSK types or within restrictions specified.
Airborne Division (Russian). The Russian airborne division is a heavy unit. (The Russians equip their airborne with air droppable armored fighting vehicles). It can use airborne movement (see below). 
Marine Brigade (Russian). The Russian marine brigade is a light unit. 
Wing-In Ekranoplane (Russian). This represents large aircraft that use “ground effect” to fly low over water. The Russians have been experimenting with these aircraft to transport large numbers of troops. Consequently, this unit can be used as an amphibious transport. It is treated in all ways as a naval unit, except it may enter only Russia, sea zones adjacent to Russia and China, and land areas adjacent to those sea zones. It may never enter China, Japan (home islands, Okinawa is OK), or North or South Korea.
CVX: Future Aircraft Carrier (US). Projected Gerald Ford-class aircraft carrier. Mainly, it has a higher aircraft launch rate, enhanced capabilities against ground targets, and more automation for a smaller crew.
DDX: Future Destroyer (US). Zumwalt-class destroyer, sometimes known as the DD-1000. This is a radical leap forward in warship design. Features include a vastly reduced superstructure, upgraded electronics, and weapons systems integrated into the ship hull. It uses a tumblehome hull design.
FCS: Future Combat Systems Brigade (US). These are planned American mechanized units that will use emerging technologies to gain the edge over enemy forces. They include networked command structures, sensors, drones, and NLOS weaponry (see below). These units are planned for deployment in 2015.
LCS: Littoral Combat Ship (US). This is any one of several warships designed to operate in coastal waters. The game unit has standard amphibious warfare capabilities. It is also a NLOS unit (see below) as it would be equipped with advanced missiles to support operations.
Airborne Brigades (US). These are light units. They can conduct a special airborne movement (see below).
Air Assault Brigades (US). These are light units. They can conduct a special air assault movement (see below).
Special Operations Command (US). This represents US special operations forces operating in a relatively open mode, such as the Ranger Regiment and Special Forces working in conjunction with large guerrilla forces. This unit is treated as a standard land unit, except that it has stealth ability, representing special operators conducting low profile operations (as per rule 10.6). The special operations unit is a light unit. It can use both airborne and air assault movement. The unit is included owing to the expansion of US special operations forces in the wake of the current Middle Eastern war. Other, more unconventional, special operations missions are represented separately via the HyperWar chits (below). 
Land Warrior Brigade (Japanese). This is a heavy unit. It represents a high-tech expeditionary force, so it has NLOS capability. See below for restrictions on deployment.
Marine Brigade (South Korean). This is a light unit. The assumption behind the unit is that the ROK government commits it as an expeditionary force on the proviso that it is not needed to defend against a full-scale North Korean invasion, at which point it would be withdrawn. See below for restrictions on deployment.
Marine Brigade (Vietnamese). This is a light unit. The idea here is that the Vietnamese scrape together a small landing force based on their naval sappers. 
7.0 Restrictions (Updates)
7.14 Japanese Land Warrior Brigade
	This unit may deploy only in Japan or Okinawa and move only in sea zones adjacent to Japan. 
7.15 South Korean Marines
	The US player may use this unit only if the Korean War has not been started (rule 11.0). The instant a Korean war starts, this unit is removed from the map, regardless of the unit’s location. It never returns to play, regardless of the outcome of the war. Otherwise, it may be used anywhere except China, Russia, Japan and Okinawa.
7.16 Russian Airborne Division, Marine Brigade & Ekranoplane
	These units may enter only Russia, sea zones adjacent to Russia and mainland China, and land areas adjacent to those sea zones. They may never enter China, Japan or North or South Korea. They may enter Okinawa. 
7.17 Vietnamese units may enter or attack into only Vietnam, sea zones adjacent to Vietnam and the Spratley Islands. 
7.18 Indian units may move no further north than the South China Sea, Sulu Sea and South Philippine Sea. They may attack into land areas adjoining them. This is mainly due to logistical reasons. 
8.0 Actions/Ops (Updates & New Operations)
8.23 Op No. 21: Airborne Movement (US & Russian). This may be performed only by US and Russian airborne units (not Chinese!), and only by one unit at a time. Restrictions on unit movement per 7.0 still apply. The unit must start in a land area containing a base. The player then picks up the unit and moves it to any other land area that its nationality could otherwise enter. This is similar to Op. No. 7, Airlift, except that the terminal area does not have to contain a friendly base. However, if there are enemy land units in the terminal area, the units making the airborne movement must attack them; this is part of the airborne Op. An airborne move may not be made into an area containing an enemy SAM unit—the enemy player must inform the player conducting the airborne movement of the presence of any SAM unit in the target area prior to the Op being initiated.
8.24 Op No. 22: Air Assault Movement (US). This may be performed only by US (not Chinese!) air assault and special operations command units. It may be performed by one or two qualified units. Restrictions on unit movement per 7.0 still apply.
	If two units are used, both must start and end their air assault movement in the same land area. The player picks up the unit(s) and moves it (them) across one sea zone, ending the move in a land area. The starting and terminal areas do not have to contain friendly bases. If there are enemy land units in the terminal area, the units making the air assault movement must attack them; this is part of the air assault Op. 
	The player may conduct air assault into an area containing an enemy SAM unit (unlike airborne movement).
8.25 Op No. 23 US Secret EMP Weapon. This action may be performed only once per game, and only by the US player. There have been rumors for several years of a US electro-magnetic pulse (EMP) weapon with a capability similar to the massive EMP pulse of a high-altitude thermonuclear weapon. 
	Declare one land or sea area as the target and roll the die. On a modified result of four, five or six, the Chinese player may not use any unit in the area in his next operation. 
	A result of two or three has no effect.
	On a result of one, the mission goes horribly wrong, producing a misfire that has no real effects on military operations, but that provides ghastly video footage of casualties, wrecked ships at sea, etc. Add +1 VP to the PRC total for the global public relations effect. 
8.26 Op No. 24: Submarine Infiltration Tactics (Lone Wolves). This action may be performed by either player any number of times per game, until a player loses a sub during infiltration in the ‘6’ die roll given below. 
	One SSB, SSX or SSN type submarine unit in the same area as an enemy force is designated as an infiltrator. One target ship of any type is chosen as its target—that designation temporarily negates rule 10.4, Protected Targets, for the infiltrator. 
	Roll a die, adding two if it’s a Chinese non-SSX type making the infiltration attempt. On a result of one to three, the designated submarine has successfully infiltrated and may make an attack on the previously designated target. It may in turn be attacked by surviving enemy units.
	On a four or five, nothing happens and the operation is over with no combat.
	On a six or above the infiltrating submarine is sunk, and the player who was executing this action may thereafter make no more such attacks. 
	No other combat takes place in the area as a part of this operation.
8.27 Op No. 25: PRC Surface to Surface Missile Strikes. This action may be performed by the PRC any number of times per game, as long as the SSM unit has not been destroyed.
	The Chinese player may designate any land, air, or surface naval unit as target in any land or sea area on the map including in Japan or Guam and including ‘protected’ units, but not in a neutral nation or Russia. Ignore protected unit status. Resolve combat normally, but the target does not fire back.
8.28 Op No. 26: Taiwanese Missile Strike on China. This action may be performed, and only by the Allied player, only once per game. This may not be the first action of the game by the US player. (Note: no counter is provided—this capability exists until used or Taiwan leaves the war).
Select one Chinese unit in the Central China land area and roll one die. 
On a result of three through six, that unit is eliminated. 
On a result of two, nothing happens.
On a result of one, the mission went horribly wrong, producing a misfire that had no real effects on military operations, but that provided ghastly video footage of burned out civilian population centers, etc.—the PRC gets +1 VP for the global public relations effect.
8.29 Op No. 27: Pick One Hyperwar Variant Chit. Either player may play this any number of times per game. Player may choose one Hyperwar variant chit from his cup. See 13.0 for details of each chit.
	The chit may be played immediately or held in your hand, depending on the explanations. Once played, remove the chit permanently from the game. 
	You do not have to show HyperWar chits you pick to the other player until you play them, though you may always examine any that you have in your hand. 
8.30 Op No. 28: Assassins Mace: Massive PRC Anti-Satellite & Cyberwar Attack on US Command & Control. This action may be performed only once per game, and only by the Chinese player. This represents an all-out PRC attack on US satellite and communications assets. It is believed such an attack would consist mainly of firing a few hundred Scud-like missiles into the orbits of low flying satellites, there detonating and scattering such a mass of small debris that no satellite can survive in that band for at least 10 years. Roll a die: on a result of three through six, the PRC attack is successful, meaning the US player must ignore any future random event or HyperWar play that would otherwise allow him to execute two actions in a row. The PRC player may now execute a second Op, as if he had drawn a Random Event result of 51—53. 
	On a result of one or two, US Cyberwar and space defense forces block and then launch a successful counterattack, and the four-to-six result above is implemented against the Chinese. Whatever the result, subtract 2 VP the PRC total.
8.31 Op No. 29: Limited US Nuclear Strike. This action may be performed by the US player any number of times per game. Select one enemy unit anywhere on the map (Except Guam, the Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan or Japan including Okinawa.) and roll one die. On a 2—6, the unit is eliminated.
Add +2 to the PRC VP total each time this is used.
8.32 Op No. 30 US Massive Nuclear Strike This action may be performed by the US player once per game. It represents a counterforce strike on PRC nuclear forces. Declare this action and roll a die. Subtract one from the result if Russia is an active ally of China. On a result of two or less, the game ends immediately and a Chinese victory is awarded on the basis of outraged world public opinion, etc. etc. On a result of three, the game continues but the next Chinese op is skipped. Count the skipped op as if a Chinese action had still taken place from the total allowed 30. On a result of four, the game continues with the same result as a ‘three’ would bring and the addition that the Chinese player can not execute Op 32 for the duration of the game. On a final result of five or six, the Chinese government collapses and the game ends immediately in a US victory. 
8.33 Op No. 31: Limited Chinese Nuclear Strike. This action may be performed by the Chinese player five times per game. Select one enemy unit anywhere on the map and roll one die. On a 3-6, the unit is eliminated. Subtract two VP from the PRC total each time this op is used.
8.34 Op No. 32: Chinese Massive Nuclear Strike. This action may be performed only by the Chinese player and only once per game. It represents a PRC nuclear strike on key US and Western Allied bases, mainly naval facilities along the West Coast of the United States. Declare this action and roll a die. On a result of one through three, massive retaliation occurs: the game ends immediately in a US victory. On a four or five, roll the die again and add one; that result is the number of US/Allied units destroyed (Chinese player chooses which units and may even blindly draw from the US reinforcement cup if he chooses). On a six, the Western alliance totally collapses and the game ends immediately in a Chinese victory.
10.0 Combat Updates
10.7 Additional Stealth
	In the variant, certain land and naval units have stealth ability. This functions in the same manner as 10.6. 
10.8 NLOS: Non-Line of Site Combat
	NLOS is an emerging family of weapons systems which use a combination of remote sensors and guided missiles to target enemy forces beyond visual range. In the game, units classified as NLOS get a “first fire” against enemy units. That is, if one side has NLOS units, it fires all such units before other units conduct their normal simultaneous fire (as per 10.2). If both sides have NLOS units, then all NLOS fire simultaneously, followed next by all other units. The US B-1 and B-52 units also gets NLOS ability as this represents long range cruise missile attacks against beyond the horizon targets. They also are planned to be used as anti-air missile ‘buses’, carrying vast numbers of long range anti-air missiles which will be directed to targets by forward roving spotters such as F-22s or F-35s.
13.0 Hyperwar 
	Each player has a set of Hyperwar chits. These chits represent various strategic level assets and operations. During initial deployment, each player places all of their HyperWar chits in an opaque container (such as a coffee cup) creating Pools, one Chinese and one US-Allied. A player may pick one HyperWar chit from his respective Pool as an Op 25 (see 13.5). NOTE—They might also be picked as part of a scenario variant—see 14.3 and 14.4. The chit may be played immediately or held in your hand, depending on the explanations (below). Once played, remove the chit permanently from the game. You do not have to show HyperWar chits you pick to the other player until you play them, though you may always examine any that you have in your hand. 
ASAT (Anti-Satellite Weaponry). When the enemy player plays a C4I Satellite chit, play this chit to negate its effects. The enemy may not substitute another Op for it. This does not constitute an Op on your part.
ASAT/BMD (US Anti-Satellite/Ballistic Missile Defense). The US player may opt to use his ASAT capability against either PRC/Russian satellites or PRC Ballistic Missile attacks instead of satellites. Chit works the same as ASAT above when played as anti-satellite. When played as BMD, roll one die—on a three through six, the PRC missile attack fails before the PRC player may roll.
C4I (Command-Control-Communications-Computers-Intelligence) Satellite. You may play this as an Op to take two further Ops in a row. However, you may not pick a HyperWar chit as one of these Ops. 
Cyberwar. You may play a maximum of one Cyberwar chit in addition to any combat which you initiate. This causes your units to have first fire, regardless of all other considerations. You may also play a Cyberwar chit to negate the effects of an enemy CyberWar chit play.
Spec Ops. You may play this as an Op to launch a special operation attack. Indicate any one land area and examine all enemy units in it. Pick one unit and roll one die. On a result of one or two, that unit is eliminated (owing to sabotage, friendly insurgents, sedition, whatever). The die roll of one or two is also applied to enemy Stealth units. Other results are no effect.
14.0 Force Updates & Variants
	The following rules explore possible ‘what ifs’ and force modernization within the next few years. Except as noted in certain variants, pick and choose as you wish.
14.1 Iraq War Drawdown Variant 
	This variant may not be used the same game as 14.2. Perhaps the biggest weakness of the US side is lack of available land combat units at the start of the game. If the Iraq war winds down considerably, this situation would change. To reflect this, add the following US initial units in Okinawa or Japan or the Holding Box: 1 x FCS X (NLOS); 1 x Marine X; 1 x F-16.
14.2 US Asia Drawdown Variant 
	This variant may not be used the same game as 14.1. Remove all US ‘at start’ forces from Okinawa and place in the reinforcement cup. Place the Japanese ‘LW’ Brigade and any one Japanese air unit in Okinawa in their place.
14.3 Pre-Game Hyperwar Chit Draw Variant 
	Each player rolls one die and divides by two, rounding results down. He may then blindly draw that number of Hyperwar chits from his cup and keep them until he is ready to play them. Subtract one from the die if using variant 14.4.
14.4 Fog of War—Limited Hyperwar Chit Availability Variant
	Each player places only seven of their Hyperwar chits in his respective Pool. Do not examine the remaining chit, nor the ones in the Pools until picked. This way, players will not be sure of their own and the enemy HyperWar capabilities, thus increasing the fog of war.
14.5 US Submarine Buildup Variant 
	Do not delete the US SSN called for in 14.11 {1 x SSN (1—0 / 4—4)}. This unit may set up at-sea or with other US. naval forces initially deploying to Guam/Honshu/Kyushu/Okinawa/off-map (see 14.20 for an additional variant).
14.6 PRC Air Force Modernization
Add the following: 2 x J-12s (STL); 1 x J-10.
Remove the following: 3 x J-7s; 1 x J-6. 
14.7 PRC Aircraft Suicide Drones 
	If the PRC player modernizes his air force per 14.6, then once per game he may send the three J-7’s and one J-6 on a one-way mission as unmanned robot drones against Allied ships (only). They may be flown on any Op that allows air units. Until time to use them, they are held off map. 
	They attack as normal except they may not attack air units, but they are automatically removed at the end of the play.
14.8 PRC Naval Modernization
	The PRC player may add the following new types of naval units to his at-start forces.
1 x CVG		1 x ACV
1 x CG		2 x SSX
14.9 PRC Ground Force Upgrades 
	The PRC player may add the following ground units to his initial setup: 
1 x Mar XXX (4—0 / 0—0)		1 x SSM X
2 x SAM X			1 x ASM X
14.10 US Air Force Modernization 
	The US player may add the following air units. Setup remains the same, meaning only the F-35 or F-22 may set up on map:
1 x F-35		1 x B-52
1 x F-22		1 x P-3
1 x B-1		1 x P-8
Delete the following US air units: 1 x Har.; 1 x F-16
14.11 US Naval Modernization
	Add the following US naval units to initial US forces setting up on /Saipan/and/or Honshu/Kyushu/Okinawa or in the off map Holding Box:
	1 CVX
	1 DDX
Add the following to the US Holding Box:
	1 Amph (1—4 / 1—2 NLOS)
Delete the following initial setup units from the game:
	1 x CVN
	1 X SAG
Add the following US Naval units to the Reinforcements pool:
	1 x DDX
	1 x SSN (1—0 / 5—5)
Delete the following from the US Reinforcements pool:
	1 x SAG
	1 x SSN (1—0 / 4—4) * (see variant 14.5).
14.12 US Ground Force Modernization 
	Add the following to the US reinforcement pool:
2 x ABN X		2 x FCS X (NLOS)
2 x Aaslt X		1 x SAM X
1 x Sp Op X (STL)
Remove the following from the US reinforcement pool:
1 x Arcv X		1 x Mar X
14.13 Japanese Ground Force Modernization 
	Add the following in Japan (or Okinawa, if using 14.2) at start: 1 x LW X (NLOS). See 7.14 for restrictions on movement.
14.14 Indian Expeditionary Force 
	If Random Event 2-5/2-6 is rolled bringing India into the war and Iran is not yet in the war and there is currently no Mid-East war, The US player may receive the following Indian units at either Singapore or the Off Map Holding Box: 1 x Indian CVL, 1 x Indian SAG. See 7.18 for Indian movement restrictions. If Random Event 2-3/2-5 bringing Iran into the war is subsequently rolled, remove surviving Indian forces from play.
14.15 Additional UK Reinforcements 
	If Random Event 1-3 / 1-4 bringing British units into the game is rolled, add the following to the UK force: 1 x Inf X. UK Replacement counter—One 1 x SAG is provided with 1-4/4-4 strength. This unit replaces the original counter, which had the wrong air factor.
14.16 Additional Australian Forces 
	Available at start in the Holding Box:1 x AU Inf X. All rules pertaining to Australian forces pertain to this unit.
14.17 Additional South Korean Forces 
	Add the following to at-start units in South Korea: 1 x SK Mar X. See 7.15 for restrictions on movement.
14.18 Additional Russian Forces 
	Add the following to Russian at-start forces:
1 x SU-47 (STL)		1 x ABN X
1 x Ekranoplane (STL)	1 x Mar X
See 7.16 for restrictions on movement.
14.19 Vietnamese Forces 
	If Random Event 2-1 / 2-2 is rolled bringing Vietnam into the war, add the following units: 
1 x SAG		1 x SU-22
2 x Mig 21	1 x Mar X
See 7.17 for movement restrictions.
14.20 US Submarine Breakthrough Variant 
	Consider all US subs “NLOS” capable. This is an optional rule and should be used with caution.
15.0 Alternative Victory Conditions 
	If both players agree, these optional (and variable) PRC victory conditions may be used in the game in place of those in the standard rules folder. We are not suggesting these conditions are superior, but simply that they can add interesting variations to the game. Players should use either set of conditions as desired.
15.1 All standard victory conditions are suspended except as listed below.
1. The PRC player wins by accumulating 12 Victory Points by the end of the next US Action, not immediately.
2. All sudden death victory conditions are removed except as follows: 
4.3—Chinese Sudden Death Defeat due to Russian action and die roll = 6.
6.11—Random Event 3-5 / 3-6, MidEast War (game is a draw).
3. Rule 4.6, US Victory, remains in full effect.
15.2 Rule 4.5 is changed to read:
Chinese VP Awards and Losses
+/- 1 VP for having uncontested control of an Allied or initially neutral land area other than Taiwan, South Korea or the Spratley Islands. That’s one VP for each such controlled area, with no overall limit on the number of points that may be accrued in this way. See 15.3 for other objective VP.
+1 VP if Op 23 or Op 26 results dictate.
+1 VP if random event 4-1 or 4-2 or 4-3 is rolled into effect.
+2 VP for each US CVN/CVX sunk during play of the game. 
+2 VP each time the US uses Op 29.
-2 VP if the PRC uses Op 28 (once per game)
-2 VP if the PRC uses Op 31 (each time).
15.3 The PRC player now gets his strategy from higher political levels. Prior to the start of each game the PRC player secretly rolls one die and consults the table below for his or her objectives and victory point possibilities. The PRC player is under honor to record the result accurately on a piece of paper, which is to be shown to the US player after the game.
DIE 	OBJECTIVE		TAIWAN 	KOREA 		SPRATLEYS 	GUAM
1		Defeat US fleet		+4 VP		+2 VP		+1 VP		+4 VP
2		Spratleys Oil*		+4 VP		+2 VP		+6 VP		+2 VP
3 		Taiwan			+6 VP		+2 VP		+4 VP		+2 VP
4 		Taiwan (Imperative!)	+8 VP		+2 VP		+2 VP		+2 VP
5 		Taiwan & Alliance	+6 VP		+6 VP		+4 VP		+2 VP
6 		Korea			+4 VP		+8 VP		+2 VP		+2 VP

15.4 Once per game the US player may attempt to learn the Chinese strategy. After resolving the Random Event and before selecting an Op, the US player rolls one die and consults the following table:
Op Cycles	Die Roll to Force PRC to Reveal Strategy
1st & 2nd 	1
3rd through 5th	1 or 2
6th to end of game	1, 2, or 3

*Recent evidence suggests there is not the amount of oil underwater near the Spratleys there once was. For this reason the Spratleys have been downgraded in VP in most scenarios. 
16.0 Tournament Rules
	When playing a series of at least three games, a player wins one Tournament Victory Point for each game he wins, no matter which side he is playing. Subtract one Tournament Victory Point from the Chinese total per game that ends either due to Russian action (see 4.3) or MidEast Nuclear War (see 6.11).
	At the end of the game series, the player with the highest number of Tournament VP’s wins.
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2.0 COMPONENTS (Updates)

LCS: Littoral combat ship (USA). - Beginning of third sentence is changed to read "It is also a NLOS unit (see 10.8) ..."

(Added to bottom of list: NLOS - See 10.8).

3.2 U.S. Setup and Reinforcement Pool
Add the Australian Infantry Brigade to 'At Start' forces in the Holding Box.

7.14 Japanese Land Warrior Brigade (Add the following: "It does not need an Amph., being lightly equipped.  Treat as any 'at-sea' land force."

8.29, 8.30, 8.31 and 8.32 are now labled as 'Optional - see end of section 8' where we've placed the following:  "Optionals - In two or more player games, the nuclear Ops may only be used with the express approval of every player.

10.7 Additional Stealth First sentence is changed to read "Additional units are marked as having Stealth ability, including air, land, and naval units..."  

13.0 
The ...fourth sentence is changed to read:  "A player may pick one HyperWar chit from their respective Pool as an Op 27 (see 8.29)."

"ASAT" The first sentence is changed to read: "When the enemy player plays a C4I Satellite chit, play this chit immediately to negate effects" 

14.2 U.S. Asia Drawdown Changed to read:
This variant may not be used the same game as 14.1.  What was intended is that one Marine X and one F-16 be removed from the intial setup on the map and placed in the cup.  Also remove the U.S. mech brigade from Korea and place in the cup.  Place the Japanese ‘LW’ Brigade and any one Japanese air unit in Okinawa in their place.It is strongly recommended that section 15.0, 'Alternate Victory Conditions', be used together with this rule.

14.9 PRC Ground Force Upgrades  The following sentence is added at bottom:
"NOTE - There is an extra PRC Airborne unit in the upgrade kit to replace the unit from the original game that did not say 'Special Move' on the back"

Replace 14.15 with the following:
"14.15 Additional U.K. Units –  U.K. Replacement counter – One 1 x SAG is provided with 1-4/4-4 strength.  This unit replaces the original counter, which had the wrong air factor.
NOTE - Somehow a second 'replacement' SAG counter was included in the countermix.  If both players wish, it may be brought into the game as part of the U.K. task force."

14.18 Additional Russian Forces -
Add the following sentence at bottom: "Note - 1 additional SU-47 is provided in the countermix.  This may be added if both players agree."  See 7.16 for restrictions on movement.

End of File

